Stafur Incident Leads to His Removal at the Hands of Cuban Commissioner-in-Chief, General Garcia.

His Successor Was Named

Rodriguez to Command in Santiago.

Garcia's Succeeding of His Famous Letter to Shatter a Grave Branch of Diplomacy—Cuban Leaders to Hold a Conference.

New York, Aug. 21.—A Santiago special says:

General Garcia has been relieved of his command by General Gomaz, acting under instructions from the government.

This is owing to disagreement of his action during the Cuban incident, and in view of the fact that Garcia is persona non grata with the American government, and that at the commencement of the war the Cuban officers were ordered to put themselves under the command of the American commissioner-in-chief, and therefore the letter from Garcia to Chaffee is considered a breach of protocol.

Garcia's resignation is not accepted, but he is relieved of his command. General Gomaz, commanding the east wing under General Gomaz, will be his successor.

A courier to General Lawton this afternoon conveyed the news that General Lawton will arrive at thirty minutes from Santa Cruz, with instructions from General Gomez to General Lawton: The invasion is under way.

Colonel Bay, the third regiment of Cuban troops, is reported to be in the vicinity of Santa Cruz, but the exact number of soldiers cannot be ascertained.

It is believed that the Spanish forces in the town will raise and assemble the American garrison, and their families, and be relieved by Americans.

A courier has arrived from General Castillo with the report that the governor of Port Principe ordered to march out, giving up the town to the Cubans. It is expected that the American forces will be in Santa Cruz this week, but it is not known if they will advance any further. The conference will be held at Santa Ana. The conference will be arranged for the delegates to go to Camaguey to attend the meeting of the new Cuban government.

THE OLIVETTE GOES DOWN

An Unaccountable Accident in the Harbor at Fernando de Noronha, Florida, This Morning.

Fernandez, Fl., Aug. 21.—The hospital ship Olivetite, which has been lying near the quarantine station, through some mysterious agency, all things about this curious event. It appears that the ship was in the harbor, when a crew of five men, all of whom escaped without injury, hastened in some manner. The rambunctious sleepers in the lower hold had a narrow escape, being driven from their bunks like so many rats.

Finally, we learn that there was a solemn dance, and some of the men took shots at the crew, while the rest of the crew and view sought refuge at the quarantine station.

No one appears to know what the catastrophe could have been, and as investigation has been made the matter will probably remain a mystery.

The Olivetite landed at the Fence Point of St. Thomas, and was built in Philadelphia. The ship is 413 feet long, 127, 127 deep, and registered 1101 tonnage.

RECIROCITY WANTED

Boston Chamber of Commerce Resolutions Favoring Establishment of Closer Trade Relations With Canada.

Boston, Aug. 21.—A special meeting of the Boston Chamber of Commerce was held to consider the question of the establishment of closer trade relations with Canada. The resolutions adopted by the chamber affirm its support of the policy of reciprocity as set forth in the late tariff law, and declare that the chamber will continue to support this policy in the future. The resolutions are to be presented to the United States government for consideration.

THE NATURAL KEY TO THE PACIFIC OCEAN

A Fast Increase of Troops Lose Authority by Within Our Grip—Stagnation Stays In Now At Issue.

Times, Aug. 21.—The situation is regarded by the miners in this district as a great opportunity to be seized. The increased number of troops is considered a threat to the miners, and the government is urged to take action. The government is, however, reluctant to act without the support of the miners.

The miners' union has called a meeting to discuss the situation, and it is expected that a decision will be reached at the meeting.

W. C. A. Williams.

Keeper of the Record.

Silvertrees Refuse To Enter the Spanish Peace Commission.

March 30, Aug. 21.—Silvertrees, the virtual leader of the largest section of the conservative party, in a report made at a meeting today, declared that he would not recognize the peace commission, but that he would continue to support the miners in their struggle. He also declared that he would continue to support the miners in their struggle.

In his address, Silvertrees said that he would continue to support the miners in their struggle, and that he would continue to support the miners in their struggle.

The miners' union has called a meeting to discuss the situation, and it is expected that a decision will be reached at the meeting.

What not to have is the true key to the Pacific Ocean.

W. C. A. Williams.

Keeper of the Record.
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